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About This Game

Your magic can change the world, but at what cost? Battle dragons, skyships, and evil Inquisitors, as you protect your homeland,
conquer it, or destroy it forever.

Choice of Magics is a 550,000-word interactive, post-apocalyptic fantasy novel by Kevin Gold, author of our best-selling game,
Choice of Robots. It's entirely text-based, without graphics or sound effects, and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your

imagination.

Thousands of years ago, the ancients destroyed civilization with five schools of magic. Each spell comes at a terrible price.
Glamor charms your adversaries, rotting your body from the inside. Divination reveals faraway secrets, exposing your own
secrets to others. Automation gives objects the spark of life, destabilizing the climate. Vivomancy can heal or change living

things, with bizarre side effects. Blast your enemies with Negation energy, forming permanent clouds of deadly fallout.

As a young scrounger of antiquities, you hope to build your ruined world anew with these rediscovered spells. Now you must
decide which of these magics can transform your post-apocalyptic society, and what you'll risk to bring hope and light to your

kinsmen.

 Play as male, female, or non-binary; straight, gay, bi, or ace.

 Design your own pet, hatch a baby dragon, and build your own golems.
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 Win a war, win the crown, or win your best friend's heart.

 Transform an evil Inquisitor into a talking tortoise, out for revenge. (Eventually.)

 Collect magic items: rings of power, an alchemy set, a “light sword” (wink, wink)

 Romance your village's geeky mayor, a goofy swordfighter, or even the queen.

 Help a stuffed monkey to repaint all of the murals in the Cathedral dungeon.

 Test out the mayor's new board game.

Can you bring the world back from ruin and shape a new society? Use your magics well, and you could become as a god; use
your magics poorly and destroy the world all over again.
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10/10 game of the year
multiplayer works fine
i like this game becaus it a retro game and a top shooter. If you're into pro-wrestling, or at least the management side, than I
can't reccomend this game enough.. At first glance, I really enjoyed this game. But the longer I played, the more annoyed I got.
There is no UI, so you cannot get any information about what is happening on-screen, once it is filled with stuff.

You got AOE and attack effects all over the screen, you got enemies and heros all over eachother in layers, making seeing HP
bars very hard.

As a player, I cannot select the hero I want because I cannot see or click properly onto thier sprite.
Aslo, there is some kind of creeping UI mouse lag, that gets progressively worse in longer battles, making fast mouse selections
and movement clicks either lag, or just simply not happen.

Its a good concept, but poorly presented, with some really annoying, play-impeeding UI bugs.

Cannot reccomend at this time, unless these issues are fixed.

. The game is a bad wannabe of H1Z1 and PUBG, I'd rather play those.
Cashgrab by the devs and they didn't even release this garbage as early-access, to deceive users into having hope for any
improvement.

Don't waste your time and money playing this game.. This game is believed to have been the original catalyst for the Black death

not even god forgives it as it lays languishing in the seventh circle of f♥♥♥♥ing Hell.
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Simple, nice art, 4 badges and free doesn't get much better than that. Yes the controls are a little clunky and the english voice
acting is a little odd but overall this is a pleasant experience.. Top line:

If you're just now buying Big Pharma, and not sure if you should get the DLC, and answer is definitely "yes." It makes several
small changes that definitely improve the game. I'll get into the details in a moment.

If you've played the base game out, and want to know if this will revive the game for you, the answer is "probably not." The
improvements, while nice, don't alter the core play loop enough to matter.

You get three main things with the DLC: a new drug pricing model, connections between rooms, and boosters.

In the base game, drug quality and demand set the drug prices for you. If it dropped too low, a drug's profit could easily go
negative. 1st level cures rapidly went that way, and 2nd level cures sometimes did. Now instead you can set the price to
something sustainable, and limit production so you only make as many drugs as you're selling. 1st and 2nd level cures are now
worth making for longer.

Unfortunately this comes with a drawback. Optimal play involves tweaking drug prices constantly, trying to find the current
price that will let you sell all your production. There are enough fluctuations in demand and competition that you can't just find
the price and let it sit. This part is really, really tedious, and I wish I could automate it.

Connecting rooms sounds like a small feature, but it makes a huge difference in how viable the higher level, more complex
drugs are. In the base game it could be difficult or impossible to find a single large room that could fit something really
complicated. Now you can do most of it in one room, and add a second effect in another, and lay out those huge final step
machines like syringes and sachets in a third.

Finally there's boosters. These are special ingredient attributes that are positive but don't cure anything themselves. Since they're
randomized every game, they increase the variety of drugs you can make. There's a special machine that mixes boosters into a
drug that's much easier to use than the generic mixer. This is nice, but generally only cost effective on level 3+ drugs, and
doesn't change the game as much as I'd like.

In short, a bunch of stuff that definitely helps, but doesn't dramatically change it.. Absolutely amazing game.
Played every version so far since the beginning.

Unfortunately, the cleaver is still OP as all hell.
You almost don't even have to attack, just get close enough lol.
It makes the same impact damage as an actul blunt 1h weapon. (I don't care what your numbers say, in game this is what
happens)

Also, I don't know what you changed in the last big update regarding combat but now if a bot hits your block hard enough(
without it ever reaching your head ), you will still get bloodied on the head and get huge red damage.
This happened in the arena a few times and it made me wanna toss my PC out the window(because it died due to this
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t).

The dumbass staff also has more range then what is actually displayed on the screen. Getting clipped on the head when the guy
should be half a meter too far is just unfair.

Apart form that, you guys keep improving every aspect of the game with every patch.
. I dont like soccer, but this game is good. "The rate that metal gear solid V get/10". heck yeah i want to play a game that annoys
me at every turn! oh wait.... It's ok, i guess. 3 hours and I finished all levels with 3 stars and all upgrades maxed out. For $4.99,
this is a good game and I feel like I got my money's worth out of it.

The Good: Cartoon art style fits the game's comedic aesthetic. The controls feel very fluid and responsive (very important is a
brawler). Game runs very smooth for a port and all on screen icons matched my controller's buttons (so no tap this or swipe that
icon instructions).
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The Bad: Some levels artificially increase the difficulty by limiting the player's view by having foreground objects (like trees)
take up 75% - 80% of the screen. Getting damaged by off screen enemies (such as the exploding chickens).. Very nice game.
Short? Yes. Intense? Be sure of that. It is a shooter on rails. So what? You have oportunity to pilot a mech. That's good enough
for me.
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